
Twin Downdraft Extraction Bench with Perspex Surround.

Stock No PA1145S
Model Triple Outlet Down Draft Bench
Condition Seen working by RSW, Excellent Condition
Approx Duty CFM / M³/Hr Process Dependent
Filter Area ft² / m² See wet or dry extraction in our list.
Other Info Multipurpose Capture Dust Spray/Fume.
Location Our Central Warehouse, Aldridge, UK
External Dimensions (WxDxH mm) 3055 x 1200 x 1825mm incl. D/D Bench.

Description

Triple Downdraft Extraction Workbench soft touch composite top with perspex surround. (Linisher not
included)

Downdraft Extraction Bench

Any metal transforming facility will include linishing, grinding or deburring on metals. These processes create potentially
harmful pollutants which rise into the worker’s breathing zone. The combination of the two downdraft extraction pads plus
a suitable extraction unit (not included) , allows the worker to concentrate on the process without having to worry about
annoying volatile dust or fume which may escape in the facility and polluting breathable air.

The table has generous proportions of 3055 x 1200 x 1825mm to take even the bulkier components if required. The pad
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grills are reinforced in the event of heavier objects needing to be positioned on the table while work is being performed.

The downdraft table has two 600mm x 500mm grilled pads, and a single extraction port for servicing a machine such as a
linisher or grinder and can be balanced with the control dampers fitted to the underside of the unit, thus producing
balanced extraction across the bench and ensuring all particles are  drawn to the centralised extractor. The perspex
canopy with two hinged doors fitted to the table eliminates, cross drafts from doors opening and closing or resulting and
passing traffic

 Features
• Bench down draft grids each - 3 off 500 x 600 extraction pads.
• Enclosure WE -  3055 x 1200 x 870mm High.

 

Photographs taken prior refurbishment. Our refurbishment service is not available on all machines.
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